"SPACE MOVES!" — ALL OF US!
Do you have an exceptional hardware, industrial process, applications or business models that — through aerospace — could have a lasting positive influence on our daily lives?

Would you like to advance into new realms with Airbus? Would you like to discover what the access to Airbus platforms and services can offer to you? How you can interface with Bartolomeo®, KIWI®, FLP, OneWeb, OneAtlas® a.o. to realise your ideas? Then you are ready for us, we are excited to find out what you can offer!

Apply for the Airbus Challenge with your idea!

* more information on www.innospace-masters.com

© Airbus
THE CHALLENGE

Airbus is looking for enablers and solutions (products & processes, services & business models) related to aerospace (satellites, ISS, incl. airborne and terrestrial platforms) which are suitable to have a lasting influence on our daily lives. We are looking for solutions enabling topics such as, but not limited to:

› Mobility
› 5G connectivity and IoT/M2M
› Microgravity Sciences
› Material Research
› New technologies and services

THE PRIZE

The winning idea receives an Airbus support package customised from the following components:

› Access to Airbus experts
› Possibility to pitch to Airbus Ventures
› Possibility to pitch for the Airbus BizLab accelerator
› Possibility to pitch for a crowd investing campaign
› Development of a mission proposal* with the aim of a joint application for public funding
› EUR 3,000 for the winner of the Challenge
› EUR 2,000 for the 2nd place and EUR 1,000 for the 3rd place

THE PARTNER

With new commercial approaches Airbus is positioning itself as a European leader at the pinnacle of technology and industrial development.

Airbus welcomes the opportunity to find external innovators with this award, in order to shape the future of commercial space together – along the complete aerospace value chain.